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Today’s Topics
• Questions? / Comments?
• Continue arrays
• Multi-dimensional arrays



Arrays

• Remind us about arrays
– What are they?
– How to declare them?
– How to allocate space for them?
– What is an index, element, length, …
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Example of an array of Strings

String peoplesNames[] = new String[10];
// The above line declares and allocates space for 10 Strings.

// The Strings then can have their values set like:

    peoplesNames[0] = "Jerry Garcia";

    peoplesNames[1] = "Bob Weir";

// etc.
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Example of an array of Strings

• Just like you'd expect, not only String literals are allowed to be 
assigned, we could assign another String variable value to one 
of the elements of the peoplesNames array.

     String peoplesNames[] = new String[10];

     for (int i=0; i < peoplesNames.length; i++)
{
   String userInputString =   

 JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Enter a name");

        peoplesNames[i] = userInputString;
}
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.length of an array VS. .length() 
method of String class

• Understand the difference between 

– .length              the variable accessible for Arrays to tell us how many 
elements the array has

– .length()           the method in class String to find out how many characters are 
in the String.

• e.g.

String csCourseNames[] = new String[20];
     //  csCourseNames.length  --- this is the length of the array which is 20 here.

     csCourseNames[0] = “Introduction to computer science I”;
     // csCourseNames[0].length() --- this is how many characters are in 
     // the csCourseNames[0] --- which is 34
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.length of an array VS. .length() 
method of String class

     String csCourseNames[] = new String[20];
     csCourseNames[0] = “Introduction to computer science I”;

System.out.println(“The number of elements in the csCourseNames array is:”  + 

           csCourseNames.length);

     System.out.println(“The number of characters in the 0 element of the array is:”  
+        csCourseNames[0].length());

// so what #’s will these print?
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Arrays of Strings

• So, let’s write a for loop that will populate an array of Strings based 
on user input.

• What will the for loop’s control variable be initialized to?

• What will the condition to stop the loop be?

• What will we increment the control variable by?
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Two dimensional arrays

• If, instead of a list of items, you wanted to store a grid of items, you 
could use a 2d array.  A grid has rows and columns.

• A two dimensional array is declared with two pairs of brackets.

int array2d [] [] = new int[ 2 ][ 3 ];

// This line creates a 2-by-3 array (2 rows, 3 columns)



Two dimensional arrays

int array2d [ ] [ ] = { { 5, 7, 11 },  { 62, 3, 48 } };

48362

1175

to access the element at row 0, column 1, we use:

array2d [ 0 ] [ 1 ]  // this holds the value 7 in our example.



Two dimensional arrays
• A two dimensional array might be useful for 

something like keeping track of all the students in a 
class and their grades on each of the homeworks.

• So, each student could be represented by a number (0 
to 16, for 17 students) and each homework 
represented by a number (0 to 9, for 10 hw's).  

• Each student could be a row in the 2d array and each 
homework could be a column.  

• The values stored in the array elements are the grade a 
particular student got on a particular homework.



Two dimensional arrays
int studentHWGrades [] [] = new int [ 18 ] [ 10 ];

//  The outer loop will be for the 18 students and the inner loop will 
//  be for the 10 hw's.

for (int row = 0; row < studentHWGrades.length; row++)
{
   for (int col = 0; col < studentHWGrades[row].length; col++)
   {
        user_str = JOptionPane.showInputDialog(
                     "Enter student " + row +
                     "'s homework #" + col + "grade");

        studentHWGrades[ row ] [ col ] = Integer.parseInt(user_str);    
   }

}   // note the use of .length in the two loop conditions



Multi-dimensional arrays

• Not only can we have one dimensional, and two 
dimensional arrays but we can have n dimensional 
arrays, where n is any positive integer.

• Example when n=3:

double temperatures[][][] = new double [12][31][24];

take a guess as to what might be stored in this array and what 
the indices mean
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